So declares YHUH :
To the befouled exiles who were banished from His encampment of favor and
protection, to the wilderness…
People who survived slaughter, escaped the sword…
GO OUT ! Find “grace”…
Go search for a repositorya vault for safekeeping of the nourishing essentials for life.
There is a secure warehouse, a Treasury of provisions in Languagethe place of “Words”…
the place where we agreed to stipulations togetherBoth of us.
Specifically, not just any words,
but those in association with the legal rules I have written by My own finger.
I have maintained their survival.
The protocols of My dominion have escaped distortion.
Their integrity has been preserved for your brilliance- to direct your steps.
( Like a “charged- up” motion detector flood light )
in order to restore your relaxed calm.
Instantaneously…
once YSRAL is on the right path.
From the distant past, so remote it has been dismissed as “nothing”…
YHUH enlightened the exhibition and allowed me to see…
He caused my perception to behold proof of His Everlasting Love…
The trace can be detected in the “Old Law” written on stoneAnd is the most ancient of any artifact in the Universe.
And I love it ! What a fantastic gift !
It is all the pleasures of life mankind has been searching for, most definitely.
It sticks in your mind like a barbed fish-hook, as it sharpens your understanding.

“I will entice you with My Love. The epitome. The highest Truth.
I will draw you to My secret refuge of intellectual tranquility.
I will capture you as you contemplate My words- listening and pondering…
Every time, I will build you up, instilling Life from within…
by understanding the Pattern.
It is the formula, the “Bull’s eye” for being “BETULAH YSRAL”.
Restored to innocence.
Be recovered.
Be My Jewel. You are My Beauty,
You have always been My Splendor.
I Adorn Myself with you
Bloom in success. Blossom with prosperity.
Dance in Forgiveness.
Revel as My Celestial partner,
resurrected.
Imitate Me, my sweetness.
Just smile.”
^^^^^^^
* The SEFERing of these words is in accord with the eriktology study method,
which is not a typical word-for-word translation approach.
This is interpretation, based on each word in the context of a passage of text.
Paleolithic- the appreciation and analysis of inscriptions from the earliest culture.
Lexigraphy is Letter-by-Letter, evaluating each mark as representing a concept.
Lexicology is the study of the signification of each word, as in a dictionary…
Not necessarily regarding academically proper grammatical structure.
Epigram- a precise inscription in one verse, ingenious, paradoxical, as a premise
** The Hebrew ALEF-BEIT is the Paleolithic Lexigraphical Epigram of ALEF-TAV.

